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1 Introduction

The rise in inequality observed in most industrialised countries has led to a

rising concern for distributional issues since the beginning of the 90s (At-

kinson (1997); Atkinson and Bourguignon (1998); Kanbur (1999); Kanbur

and Lustig (1999)). Parallel to the development of theoretical and empiri-

cal works. methodological issues hâve recently been raised, leading to the

élaboration of new tools for the analysis of changes in the distribution of

income. Inequality décomposition methods were developed in two main di

rections : one initiated by Juhn, Murphy and Pierce (1993) on décomposi

tion methods based on micro-simulation techniques, the other, in the Une

of DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux (1996). based on non-parametric weighting

techniques. However. both methods focus on inequality décomposition by

population sub-groups and offer little perspective for the décomposition of

inequality by factor component1.

Ail the same. the question of the relative importance of various income

sources in the level as well as in the distribution of total income remains

a central aspect of the analysis of observed changes in income inequality.
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Developments of the micro-simulation methodology proposed in Bourguignon, Fournier and Gurgand (2001)

however take into account some aspects of the question, through the explicit modelling of occupational

choice behaviour and income functions in various occupations.
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Indeed, inequality décomposition by factor component allows for an éva

luation of the spécifie impact of a given income source (capital income for

example) on total income inequality. It also provides valuable information

when evaluating the impact of changes in household structure on the dis

tribution of total household income2. This feature has been at the core of

various empirical studies of the rise in income inequality in the US, which

point out changes in household structure as a central factor3. Usual factor

décomposition of income inequality is, however, restricted to some spécifie

inequality index and suffers from a number of drawbacks highlighted by

Shorrocks' (1982) theorem.

In a récent work, Burtless (1999) uses an alternative methodology to

study the impact of changes in the corrélation between spouses' income on

US household income distribution. This paper argues that the method suc-

cinctly and intuitively exposed by Burtless on a spécifie empirical framework

can be systematised into a gênerai décomposition methodology allowing one

to overcome a number of drawbacks inhérent to the use of standard décom

position procédures. This method, which we will call the rank-corrélation

method, does not rely on any parametrical assumptions and provides easily

interprétable results as shown by the illustration taken from the Taiwanese

case provided in the second part of this paper.

After a decrease in inequality since the beginning of the 50s, Taiwan

has experienced a worsening of household income distribution since the end

of the 70s. Bourguignon, Fournier and Gurgand (2001) show that an impor

tant part of the observed rise in inequality can be imputed to changes in

household structure. Several other studies also point out the unequalizing

effect of rising endogamy in the assortative mating of spouses in Taiwan

(Fields and Leary (1997); Tsai (1994)). However, usual procédures fail to

provide a spécifie évaluation for the magnitude of this phenomenon. The

second part of this paper proposes a new évaluation of this issue through

the implementation of the rank-correlation method on Taiwanese data over

the 1979-94 period.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses theoretical re

sults concerning standard methods for inequality décomposition by factor

components and proposes a systématisation of the alternative approach ini-

tiated by Burtless (1999). Section 3 applies the method to income distri

bution changes in Taiwan over the 1979-94 period. Section 4 concludes and

discusses further methodological developments to be derived from this ap

proach.

2 Total household income can indeed be considered as the sum ot individual incomes derived by household

members.

3 See for example Burtless (1999), Gottschalk and Danziger (1993) and Lerman (1996).
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2 A new approach to inequality décomposition by

factor comportent

2.1 Standard décomposition procédures : Shorrocks'

theorem

Usual inequality décomposition by factor components can be formalisée! as

follows. Let Y be total income derived from N distinct income sources :

and let / be an inequality index. Decomposing inequality by factor compo

nents consists in deriving a set of N contributions such that :

a) Sk is a function of the distribution of the kth income source - written
{Yk} - and of its relative share in total income (?rfc).

N

k=i

Sk thus represents the kth income source contribution to observed
inequality in total income Y.

Two main approaches can be found in the literature. The first in-

cludes works based on the décomposition of the variance of income and,

following Fei, Ranis and Kuo (1978), on the décomposition of the Gini coef

ficient. This approach tries to define easy-to-apply and intuitively appealing

décompositions but remains based on ad hoc formulations. The second ap

proach follows Shorrocks' (1982) formalisation of inequality décomposition

by factor components through the définition of a set of axioms leading to a
gênerai décomposition procédure.

Shorrocks (1982) proposes a formalisation for inequality décomposi

tion by factor component. He shows that standard décomposition procé

dures rely on strong ad hoc implicit hypothèses concerning the allocation

of interaction effects between income sources to the contributions of each

income source. Indeed, Shorrocks shows that there is an infinité number of

possible décomposition rules for any given inequality index depending on

the hypothesis made and emphasises the necessity to impose further décom

position constraints. Proposing a séries of simple straightforward axioms,

Shorrocks proves the following theorem :

Theorem : Under six relatively intuitive hypothèses concerning the décom

position rule, for any given inequality measure (I), decomposing inequality

by factor component leads to :

Sk(Yk,Y) _ Cov(Yk,Y) _

Var{Y) ~ Sli (2j
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This resuit is extremely strong since, under Shorrocks' six hypothèses,

the inequality share imputable to the kth income source (s*) does not dé

pend on the choice of the inequality index. Décomposition rule (2) indeed

provides, for any inequality index, a relative contribution for the kth in

come source equal to that obtained natumlly from the décomposition of the

variance.

The main drawback of the approach defined by Shorrocks (1982) is

thus the independence of the relative contributions of income sources with

respect to the choice of the inequality index4. This property also implies that

the contribution of any income source to observed changes in inequality only

dépends on total income inequality (and not on the inequality rneasured on

the marginal distribution of this spécifie source). Shorrocks' (1982) theorem

is thus more an impossibility resuit than a practical framework of analysis.

An impossibility due to the necessity of dealing with existing interrelations

between income sources. Indeed, three dimensions are at stake in the de-

composition of inequality by factor components : inequality observed within

each income source, relative shares of income sources in total income, and

the existing corrélation between income sources. Decomposing inequality by

factor components as defined above thus relies on some spécifie allocation

procédure for the inequality (or equality) induced by the corrélation between

income sources. Shorrocks (1982) shows that there is an infinity of such al

location procédures and that imposing enough constraints to overcome this

indétermination leads to a very restrictive décomposition framework. The

only acceptable décomposition procédure is indeed restricted to the natural

décomposition of one of the less attractive inequality indexes : the square of

the coefficient of variation.

2.2 An alternative approach for dynamic inequality

décomposition by factor component : the rank

corrélation method

We argue hère that some answers to the preceding limitations of inequality

décomposition by factor components can be given for dynamic décomposi

tions (i.e. changes in income distribution)5. As mentioned above. the évo

lution of the overall distribution of total income can be considered as the

combination of three factors : changes in the relative share of various sources

in total income, changes in the marginal distribution of each income source,

and changes in the corrélation between income sources. Difficulty arises

when trying to disentangle thèse three dimensions since there is no unique

way to consider a variation of the marginal distribution of a spécifie income

4 This drawback led various authors to relax some of Shorrocks' axioms. See in particular Chantreuil and

Trannoy (1997) and following works based on the Shapley value (Chantreuil and Trannoy (1999), Shorrocks

(1999)).

5 Most empirical studies try to explain changes in income distribution or différences between income distri

butions, both of which can be dealt with the methodology presented hère.
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source, keeping constant both the marginal distribution of other sources and

the corrélation between sources.

Burtless (1999), proposes an empirical study of ineome inequality in

the US, using an alternative approach which opens new perspectives in

inequality décomposition by factor components. His approach relies on a

simple idea : a shift from statistical corrélation to rank corrélation. We argue

hère that this approach, presented succinctly and intuitively by Burtless on

a spécifie case study, can be systematised and allows for the évaluation of

the spécifie efFeets of changes in the marginal distribution of ineome sources

as well as of changes in the corrélation structure between sources.

This method consists in affecting to individuals (or households) obser-

ved at date t a counter-factual ineome component keeping either marginal

distributions or rank-correlation between sources unchanged. Two types of

simulation can thus be computed in order to isolate the two effects.

2.2.1 Gênerai description of the method

Suppose that total individual6 ineome at any date t is derived from two

ineome sources7 y\ and xji. i.e. y = y\ + V2- Changes in the distribution of

total ineome y can be considered, as discussed above, as resulting from three

différent forces : (i) changes in the marginal distribution of y\, (ii) changes in

the marginal distribution of y-}., and (iii) changes in the corrélation structure

between yi and y2-

Let note yi ineome iji observed at date t and y\ ineome yt- observed

at date t'. Hère we want to evaluate the spécifie contribution of forces (i)

to (iii) in the observed évolution of the distribution of total ineome from

y = 2/1 +3fe toy' = y[ + y2.

A change from (yi, 2/2) to (y[, î/2) has two distinct effects that we want

to isolate : a cardinal effect (the change in the marginal distribution of y\,

i.e. force (i) above) and an ordinal effect (the change in the ranking of

individuals in terms of yi, i.e. force (iii) above). Focussing on the rank-

correlation structure leads to two simple procédures, which allow for the

spécifie évaluation of forces (i) to (iii) above.

2.2.2 Changes in the marginal distribution of ineome source yi : forces (i)

and (ii)

Any individual observed at date t at rank ni in the ineome scale of source

y"1, is imputed the ineome y'/11 of the individual corresponding to the same

rank n\ in yi but observed at date t'. The simulation derived from this

reallocation procédure keeps the distribution of other ineome sources obser

ved in t unchanged and provides a counter-factual marginal distribution for

ineome source yi which corresponds to that observed at date t'. Comparing

6 The term "individual" is to be understood hère as any unit (individual, household, family, etc.).

7 The généralisation to three sources and more is straightforward.
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Income

yi

10

5

25

Rank

ri

2

1

3

Date t

Income

5

15

30

Rank

T2

1

2

3

y =

yi +y2

15

20

55

Income

y\

15

13

12

Rank

ri

3

2

1

Date t'

Income

y2

10

15

25

Rank

r2

1

2

3

y =

y\ + y-2

25

28

37

Table 1 : Distributions of income sources at dates t and t'

inequality measured on the counter-factual total income to observed total

income inequality in t thus provides the spécifie effect of changes in the

distribution of income source y\ keeping rank-correlation between sources

unchanged. Of course, this simulation alters the statistical corrélation bet

ween income sources but it préserves the rank-correlation.8

A practical question is raised when two individuals hâve the same rank

in 2/1. Two procédures are then possible : i) giving both the same counter-

factual income y\ or, ii) randomly imputing each individual a différent rank.

In the first case, the marginal distribution of y\ is not strictly equal to that

of y[. In the second case, two individuals, with the same observed income are

imputed différent counter-factual incomes. The second approach has been

preferred in the empirical part, however, since this question only concerns

a very small number of individuals; both approaches lead to very similar

results. This would, however, be an important point in the case of grouped

income data.

2.2.3 Change in the rank-correlation structure : force (iii)

Symmetrically, the rank-correlation structure of income sources observed at

date t' can be applied to the population observed at date t through the per

mutation of observed values for various income sources across individuals.

Let n (resp. 7r') be the function relating ranks in y\ and yi (n and r-i) at

date t (resp. tr). In order to evaluate the spécifie effect of force (iii), we

simply apply n' to the population observed at date t. This corresponds to a

re-allocation of. say, income source y\ between individuals observed in t. It

thus préserves the marginal distributions yx and y2, whereas the simulated

rank-correlation structure between sources is that observed at date t'9.

6 Counter-factual imputed incomes hâve to be weighted by the share of the mean of the income source at
dates /, and t1 in order to préserve the overall mean income observed in t.

9 Hère again, the statistical corrélation simulated will not a priori correspond to that of date t'.
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2.2.4 Illustration10

Even though the preceding formulation may appear a little abstruse at fîrst

sight, the procédure is actually very simple and can be straightforwardly

implemented as can be seen in the following simple example.

Income

Sh

13

12

15

Rank

f\

2

1

3

Income

2/2

5

15

30

Rank

1

2

3

y =

y\ + î/2

18

27

45

Table 2 : Change in the marginal distribution of income source j/i keeping mar

ginal distributions of other income sources and corrélation between

sources unchanged (i)

Income

2/i

25

10

5

Rank

3

2

1

Income

3/2

5

15

30

Rank

T-2

1

2

3

v =

yi + y-2

30

25

35

Table 3 : Change in the rank-corrélation between sources keeping marginal dis
tributions of sources unchanged (iii)

2.2.5 Discussion

Thèse two simulation procédures are relatively simple to implement and

are based on totally non-parametric computations since they only use the

rank structure of various income sources but aflFect various observed incomes

among individuals differently.

The method presented hère cannot strictly speaking solve the ques

tion of the sharing rule for the corrélation between sources pointed out by

Shorrocks (1982) in terms of statistical corrélation. Statistical corrélation is

indeed modified by simulations. However, it provides an évaluation procé

dure leading to easily interprétable results. Moreover, this method présents

10 A formai recapitulation is provided in the appendix.
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the major advantage of allowing for a distinction between changes in the

corrélation between income sources and changes in the marginal distribu

tion of sources. Indeed, standard décomposition procédures only provide a

global évaluation of the two aspects subject to some ad hoc sharing rule for

the corrélation effect between sources.

A second major advantage of the method is that it allows for a de-

composition of the whole distribution of income since it is not based on

a spécifie inequality index. It thus allows for the décomposition of Lorenz

curves as well as any synthetic measure, every différent index providing

différent results depending on its spécifie sensitivity properties.

A third interesting feature of the method cornes from the fact that it

does not rely on any modélisation or parametrical assumption but can easily

be combined with various parameterisations in order to deal with related

issues such as changes in labour force participation or changes in household

size.

It should be noted that décompositions presented hère from date t

to date t' can as well be computed symmetrically from date t' to date t.

As for any décomposition analysis of the "shift-share" type, both paths a

priori lead to différent results since the overall effect of any given évolu

tion dépends on the structure upon which it is taking place11. Confronting

computation results provides some "robustness" test for measured effects.

Moreover, income sources can be permutated in table 2 leading to the éva

luation of changes in the marginal distribution of y-212.

In the same Une, décomposition results do not provide an exact de-

composition of inequality changes and the sum of various effects is not a

priori equal to total observed évolution. This is a usual feature in dyna-

mic décompositions, which cornes from the fact that the effect of a spécifie

change dépends on the original structure it affects. It would be possible

to provide exact décompositions through sequential simulations, every si

mulation based on previous simulation results. This type of décomposition

would, however, lead to an important number of possible paths. each path

providing a différent resuit. The différence between the sum of simulated

effects and observed inequality changes reflects the way in which différent

forces tend to offset (positive residual) or magnify (négative residua.1) each

other.

Finally, it should be stressed, as said earlier, that the approach pro-

posed hère can only provide a décomposition of changes or différences in

income distribution and does not give any static décomposition at a spécifie

point in time as standard methods do. However, the empirical use of static

inequality décompositions often remains of a limited interest.

11 It is indeed clear that a rise in inequality in a spécifie income source increases overall inequality ail the more

since the income source is highly positively correlated with its complementary to total income.

12 The effect measured for the modification of the corrélation between income sources is however the same,

whichever income source the simulation is based upon.
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3 Taiwan 1979-94

This section provides an illustration of the rank-correlation method to the

évolution of household income distribution in Taiwan over the 1979-94 per-

iod.

3.1 Evolution of household income distribution in Taiwan

(1979-94)

Taiwan appears as a counter-example to the Kuznets (1955) hypothesis

predicting an inverted U-shape relationship between économie development

and inequality. Indeed, since the seulement of the Republic of China in

Taiwan in 1949, the country has experienced an exemplary growth process,

not only without increasing inequality but even with decreasing income

disparities up to the beginning of the 80s. This évolution made Taiwan in

the 90s a newly industrialised country with high growth rates and inequality

levels comparable or below western countries' standards.

0,33 -i

0,32-

0,31 -

0,3-

0,29-

0,28-

0,27 r-; î 1 1 i 1—

64 69 74 79 84 89 94

Figure 1 : Inequality of household income (1964-96)

(Gini)

As shown in figure 1, household income distribution has, however,

become more unequal since the end of the 70s, which has lead to a séries

of discussions on what has been called, following Hung (1996), the "great

U-turn"13.

13 This resuit, illustrated hère on gross total household income, is statistically significant and robust to the use
of various équivalence scaies {Fournier (1999), pp.222-224).
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Conversely, the distribution of individual wages in Taiwan has shown

a continuous decrease in inequality since the end of the 70s. The 80s and

90s thus appear as a period of divergence between decreasing inequality

at the individual level and increasing inequality in total household income.

Using a micro-simulation based décomposition method, Bourguignon, Four-

nier and Gurgand (2001) show that thèse trends corne from the combination

of various compensating forces. Indeed, a strong unequalising force, at the

individual as well as at the household level, is shown to be caused by the

rise in returns to éducation, whereas the expansion of éducation in the po

pulation has had the opposite effect. This study shows that most of the

observed divergence between the évolution in individual and household in

come inequality should imputed to changes in household structure. Other

récent studies of the Taiwanese income inequality also emphasize changes

in household structure as a key factor for explaining the observed rise in

household income inequality since the end of the 70s (Chu (1997); Fields

and Leary (1997); Schultz (1997); Tsai (1994)). Usual analyses of the de-

composition of inequality changes as well as récent methodological develop-

ments cannot provide any further study of this phenomenon, however. The

rank-correlation method presented above thus appears as a valuable com-

plementary tool for the identification of the sources of income inequality

changes in Taiwan.

3.2 Data

Fully comparable micro-data from household survey are only available for

the 1979-94 period; we will thus restrict the analysis to the observed rise in

household income inequality over this period.

The empirical work is based on a séries of household surveys conduc-

ted annually by the Taiwanese government since 1979 on samples composed

of 16. 400 households. (Directomte-Gênerai of Budget Accounting and Sta-

tistics, DGBAS). Household surveys are actually available from 1976 on,

but the quality of data prior to 1979, as well as various adjustments made

on the size of the sample lead us to restrict the analysis to the period from

1979 onwards. The surveys are intended to provide information on the li-

ving standards of Taiwanese inhabitants and actually provide rich, valuable

and reliable data14. A new sample is drawn every year ; providing a set of

repeated cross section and not a panel.

Finally, it should be noted that ail income sources considered in the

following empirical work are evaluated as income per adult équivalent, using

the square root of the total number of household members as équivalence

scale15.

14 See Deaton and Paxson (1993) for a discussion on the reliability of the data.

15 Most results are robust to the use of various équivalence scales
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3.3 Changes in the structure of household income by type

of household members

The joint évolution of household structure, participation behaviour and ré

munération structure which took place in Taiwan over the period studied

ied to major changes in the structure of primary household income by type

of household members. This évolution is illustrated in table 4.

Wages

Household head

Spouses

Children

Other members

Income from independent

activities*

Share in

1979

49.5

6.3

8.0

7.7

28.5

total income

1994

50.1

12.3

5.1

8.7

23.9

Share in

1979

69.2

8.8

11.2

10.8

-

wage income

1994

65.7

16.1

6.7

11.4

-

Note : (*) Income derived from independent activities of household members (agricultural

or not) cannot be attributed to any particular household member in the data

Table 4 : Structure of primary household income by type of household members

(1979-94) (%)

First, it should be noted that the share in household wage income

provided by household heads substantially declined, whereas that of spouses

increased quite dramatically. Moreover, increasing enrolment at higher édu

cation levels as well as a décline in fertility led to a significant decrease of

the relative share of children's income in total household income.

Changes in household structure also came from changes in the cor-

relation between the characteristics of household members, and especially

of spouses (Tsai (1994)). At the sarae time, changes in participation beha

viour, especially for spouses and children, has also led to a modification of

the corrélation between individual incomes within households16.

The following empirical work proposes an implementation of the rank-

correlation method on total household income considered as the sum of indi

vidual income provided by various household members and income derived

from independent activities.

16 For a detailed study of changes in female labour supply in Taiwan over the 1979-94 period, see Bourguignon,
Fournier and Gurgand (1999).
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3.3.1 Changes in the marginal distribution of individual incomes of

différent household members

The first décomposition exercise proposed in the rank-correlation décompo

sition method described above consists in isolating the spécifie impact on

total household income of observed changes in the distribution of a spécifie

income source. Figures 2 to 5 represent the spécifie effect of changes in the

marginal distribution of wage income for each type of household member. Ef-

fects are measured keeping the marginal distribution of other income sources

as well as rank-correlation between the source studied and its complément

to total household income unchanged. Figures show the simulated variation

in Lorenz curves. A négative curve on the whole income scale corresponds

to an increase in inequality induced by the simulation {Le. dominance of

Lorenz curves). Finally, as mentioned above, simulations are computed from

1979 to 1994 as well as from 1994 to 1979 and the confrontation of both

results can be viewed as a robustness test.

The plain curve represents the observed change in primary household

income distribution as measured by Lorenz curves. Its négative sign up

to the very top of the distribution reflects the observed rise in inequality

described above using Gini coefficients17.

Thèse figures show that changes in the marginal distribution of ail

types of members, except heads and children, hâve had an equalising effect

on overall household income distribution. The effect observed for household

heads is ambiguous, since curves cross the horizontal axis (which corres

ponds to a cross in Lorenz curves). However, the curves being first above

and then below the horizontal axis, the effect is equalizing at the bottom of

the distribution and unequalizing at the top. The Lorenz dominance at the

bottom of the distribution implies that measured effects are equalizing for

inequality indexes most sensitive to changes at the bottom of the distribu

tion. As noted above, the distribution of individual income has become more

equal over the period studied, which naturally entails that the spécifie effect

of changes in the marginal distribution of most types of household members

has had an equalising effect on total household income distribution.

Results concerning children of household heads, however, call for fur-

ther discussion. Indeed, the study of income distribution changes within

tins class also shows a decrease in inequality; figure 4, however, shows a

non-ambiguous rise in inequality for total household income distribution

induced by this évolution. Tins resuit cornes from the rapid widening of en-

rolment at higher levels of éducation, which led children to enter the labour

market much later. This évolution cornes both from a strong concern and

political efforts on the part of the Taiwanese government18 and from a loo-

sening of the budget constraint for poorer households, induced by the high

growth rates observed ail over the period. As lower income households tend

17 Most inequality indicators show a rise in inequality. See Foumier (1999).

18 Free and compulsory éducation was increased from 6 to 9 years in 1968 and a law has recently been passed

to implement a further increase to 12 years by 2001.
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Figures 2 to 5 : Variation in the marginal distribution of wage income for

différent household members

Variation in Lorenz curves - Household primary

income (1979-94)

0,006

0.004

0,002

Simulated variations

-0,014 - Observed variation
-0.016 J

0,01 i

0,005

Figure 2 : Household head

-0,015 J

zZ^-~ ""STmulated variations

Observed variation

Figure 3 : Spouses

40 ~ r>u 80

Simùfàtëcf'variations

Figure 4 : Children
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Simulated variations

Figure 5 : Other members

Thick plain Unes : observed variation.

Doted Unes : simulations based on 1979 initial structure.

Light plain lines: simulations based on 1994 initial structure.

Notes : Abscises represent the cumulative share of households, ranked by increasing total

income. The équivalence scale used is the square root of the total number of

household members. The number of household members vveights households.

to have more opportunities to keep their children enrolled in schools, their

relative income in the whole population suffers ail the more since children

represent a much larger part of total household income at the bottom of

the distribution of household income. Applying the observed distribution of

children's income in 1994 to the population observed in 1979 thus induces

a net loss coming from the increase in the share of non-working children,

which is concentrated at the bottom of the distribution.

3.3.2 Changes in the corrélation between incomes of household members

The second type of exercise proposed by the rank-decomposition method

consists in measuring the spécifie impact of changes in the corrélation bet

ween income sources, keeping marginal distribution of sources unchanged.

Figures 6 to 9 show the spécifie impact of changes in rank-correlation bet

ween incomes of each type of household member and its complementary to

total household income.

Figures 6 and 7 show non-ambiguous unequalizing effects of strong

magnitude induced by changes in rank-correlation for household heads and

spouses. Thèse results can be related to two main simultaneous factors : ri-

sing female participation and rising endogamy in the assortative mating of

spouses especially in relation with éducation and âge19 (Tsai (1994), Fields

and Leary (1997)). More specifically, concerning the rise in female labour

supply, Bourguignon, Fournier and Gurgand (2001) show a sizeable unequa-

19 Corrélation coefficients between éducation of spouses rosé from 0.66 to 0.72 between 1979 and 1994. A
rise from 0.84 to 0.90 took place over the same period concerning the âge of spouses.
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Figures 6 to 9 : Variation in the corrélation between the income of hou

sehold members and total household income

Variation in Lorenz curves - Household primary
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Simulated Variations

•0.006-

■0.008
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■0.012

4,014 ■
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Figure 9 : Other members

Thick plain Unes : observed variation.

Doted lines : simulations based on 1979 initial structure.

Light plain lines : simulations based on 1994 initial structure.

Notes : Abscises represent the cumulative share of households. ranked by increasing total

income. The équivalence scale used is the square root of the total number of

household members. The number of household members weights households.

lising effect induced both by entries into the labour force at the top of the

distribution of household income and exits at the bottom. This évolution

can be explained for one part by the rise in the participation of more edu-

cated women, who are strongly concentrated within richer households. For

the other part, exits from the labour force of women belonging to poorer

households can be explained as the resuit of a loosening of the budget con-

straint induced by the rapid rise in average income during the Taiwanese

development process.

The spécifie impact of changes in the corrélation between children

income and total household income shown in figure 8 seems to go in the

same direction even though the effect dépends on the sensitivity properties

of the inequality index when computations are made upon the 1979 référence

year. The central mechanism, as before, concerns the lengthening of school

enrolment, which had a stronger impact on children belonging to poorer

households and which was allowed by the overall rise in income. Thus, it is

clear that, ail else being equal, the decrease in labour force participation has

increased the corrélation between household income and children income,

since more children hâve no income in poorer households. Figure 8 isolâtes

the effect, keeping marginal distributions (and thus participation in the

labour market) unchanged, and shows, at least for simulations based on the

1994 data, a sizeable unequalizing effect.

Finally, figure 9 shows a very similar trend (although non-robust)

concerning the other members of the household. This évolution should be

linked to the lowering of the âge of retirement over the period studied.

Indeed, also as a resuit of rising overall income, older members of poorer
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households (parents or relatives) tend to hâve had more freedom in the

choice of their desired retirement âge. This of course implies a rise in the

corrélation between this income source and total household income.

3.3.3 Summary of results

The rank-decomposition method presented in this paper allows for a décom

position of the whole income distribution upon which standard inequality

indexes can be straightforwardly computed. Between 1979 and 1994, the

Gini coefficient for household primary income by adult équivalent rosé from

0.271 to 0.288. Table 5 summarizes this 0.017 point rise in terms of Gini

coefficient using simulation results for the various eflfects presented figures

2 to 9.

The three main results discussed above are clearly visible on this ta

ble : i) changes in the marginal distribution of spouses' income hâve equali-

sed, ii) changes in the marginal distribution of children's income increased

overall inequality, and iii) changes in the corrélation between the income of

various household members were the strongest unequalizing force. This last

resuit highlights the central rôle played on household income inequality by

changes occurring within the structure of households and paxticularly in the

assortative mating of spouses. Indeed, the magnitude of the effect measured

for household heads and spouses is comparable to, or larger than the total

observed change in inequality over the 1979-94 period.

One last comment concerns the path-dependency of the results. As

mentioned before, simulated effects dépend on the population structure that

simulations are based upon. In particular, it appears that changes in corré

lations hâve a much stronger impact when evaluated on the 1979 population

structure than on that of 1994. This cornes from the fact, already mentioned.

that marginal distributions of income source became more equally distribu-

ted over the period studied, whereas corrélation between sources increased.

Indeed, the more unequally distributed income sources are, the higher the

effect of a rise in the corrélation between income sources is20.

20 As a polar case, the effect would be null if one of the two income sources were equally distributed.
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Table 5 : Summary of results using Gini coefficient (1979-94)

Gini Coefficient

1979 Population* 1994 Population*

Observed variation 0.017

Variation due to marginal distributions

Household head

Spouses

Children

Other members

Variation due to

Household head

Spouses

Children

Other members

-0.001

(0.00046)**

-0.007

(0.00041)

0.009

(0.00045)

-0.002

(0.00016)

corrélation changes

0.038

(0.0024)

0.016

(0.0011)

0.012

(0.0013)

0.008

(0.0015)

-0.002

(0.00037)

-0.011

(0.00049)

0.003

(0.00029)

-0.003

(0.00022)

0.025

(0.0024)

0.008

(0.0015)

0.000

(0.0009)

0.000

(0.0014)

Note : (*) Population upon which the simulation lias been computed. The équivalence

scale used is the square root of the total nutnber of household members. The

number of household members weighls households.

A négative number indicates a decrease in inequality. Différent signs in

the two coluinns correspond to a non-robust effect (for the Gini coefficient).

(**) Standard errors within brackets are obtained by bootstrapping on 1000 re-

plications. A bold figure indicates a significant number at the 95% level.
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4 Conclusion

This article shows that the décomposition procédure briefly initiated by

Burtless (1999) can actually be systematized and provides a new gênerai

method for decomposing income inequality changes by factor components.

The method, based on the concept of rank-correlation, provides a useful

tool to counter some major drawbacks inhérent to standard décomposition

procédures.

Indeed, this method allows for a décomposition of the whole income

distribution and is thus not restricted to the use of a spécifie inequality

index. It provides a décomposition procédure for observed changes in Lorenz

curves as well as any synthetic inequality measure and the results obtained

dépend on the spécifie sensitivity properties of chosen indexes at various

points of the distribution, which is not the case for décomposition methods

following Shorrocks' (1982) approach.

Moreover, the décomposition procédure proposed hère provides useful

answers to the central question raised by Shorrocks (1982) about the sharing

of the rôle played by the corrélation between sources among income sources.

The rank-decomposition method indeed allows for a further décomposition

step in distinguishing the spécifie impact of changes in the corrélation bet

ween sources from that of changes in the marginal distribution of sources,

whereas standard décomposition procédures only provide a global évalua

tion based on a given sharing rule for corrélation factors, which, inevitably,

is partial.

The implementation of the method to the Taiwan case illustrâtes the

type of results it can provide and allows for a better understanding of some

major factors behind the rise in household income inequality over the 1979-

94 period. Indeed, three main sources of inequality change can be derived

from this décomposition procédure : i) a sizeable equalizing effect coming

from changes in the distribution of spouses' (marginal) income distribution,

ii) a notable unequalizing effect induced by the décline in labour force par

ticipation of children following the rise in school enrolment, and in) a major

unequalizing efFect (the magnitude of which is much stronger than that of

the first two) coming from changes in the corrélation between various hou

sehold members' income. Finally, we argue hère, that this last point should

be linked with changes in the assortative mating of spouses and especially

with rising endogamy in terms of éducation and âge induced by profound

sociological changes leading to a shift from traditional Chinese marriages to

a freer choice of bride or groom.

Results for the Taiwanese case plead more generally in favour of the

use and development of methods dealing with inequality décomposition by

factor components. Indeed, the method proposed hère is complementary to

récent developments in inequality décomposition through micro-simulation

techniques (Juhn, Murphy and Pierce (1993) ; Bourguignon and Martinez
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(1997); Bourguignon, Fournier and Gurgand (2001))21. Thèse methods only

provide a gênerai évaluation of the impact of changes in population and

household structure on income distribution and cannot isolate the spécifie

factors highlighted hère. Combining both approaches within a common fra-

mework would certainly be of great interest for the understanding of the

major sources of inequality changes.

Annex

Tables 1 and 2 provide a recapitulation of simulations discussed sec

tion 2.2. For any individual (a) observed in t :

• at ranks ni and ni with respect to y\ and t/2>

• with observed income y = yn\ -f yn2-,

the following individuals (b) to (d) can be defined as follows :

Indiv.

(a)

(b)

Mean

income

Income

Vx

ym

yml

Date t

Rank

ri

ni

Tïli

Income

y-2

y-n.2

ym2

Rank

T2

n2

m2

Indiv.

(c)

(d)

Mean

income

Income

Vi

ni

m\

Date t'

Rank

ri

y'n\

y'rnl

Income

V2

h

n2

Rank

yi2

y'n2

Table 1 : Définitions

21 See Fourni8r (1999) for a detailed présentation of the method.
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Following the notation described in table 1, the two simulation pro

cédures discussed in section 2.2 can be summarised as follows for any indi
vidual (a) :

Simulations for

individual (a)

Observed income

sources for individual

(a) at date t

Change in the

marginal distribution

of yi keeping marginal

distribution ofy2 and

corrélation structure

unchanged (i)

Change in the

corrélation structure

keeping marginal

distributions of

income sources

unchanged (iii)

2/1 î/2

Vm yn2

1 Hl
Vm =Vni- —

Pi y»2

y'nï is observed income for (observed)
individual (c) of rank nj in y\

yn\ = ym\

y,n\ is observed income in ym

t for individual (b) of rank

m\ in yi, mi being the (observed)

rank in y\ at date t' for

individual (d) of rank n-i in y-z

Table 2 : Rank-corrélation method, recapitulation
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